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Dear parents, carers and teachers!

Situations when the child gets missing – even for a short time – happen quite often 
and cause a serious stress both for the missing child and for adults looking for him\
her . Usually the missing child meets two main problems: how to understand where 
he\she is now and how to give information about him\herself . In the past, it was 
hard to do that since there were no available tools in the right time and place . Now, 
in the time of active development of digital technologies – especially mobile ones – 
we all have tools that might help us to solve at least part of these problems . Some 
of these tools are for “general use”, the others were specially developed for missing 
children search and alert purposes . So, one of the main tasks for now is to give in-
formation how Internet-opportunities can help the child with his\her problem and 
how to use digital tools to help recover the child .

A modern child starts using the Internet very early – the age when the child starts 
using the web on his\her own is generally the same age when the child goes to 
school . Numerous researches show that young children are well aware about many 
computer\mobile tools and applications and know how to use them . At the same 
time, many children already in elementary school do have smartphones and tab-
lets which can connect to the Internet and run different online apps . But not every 
child can stay calm in shocking situation and effectively use his\her knowledge for 
solving the problem . Our purpose is to help making kind of a “tiplist” or an “algo-
rithm” of using the Internet possibilities in the situation when the child had got lost, 
especially for cases when one or the other technical “thing” might be not available . 
We hope that this information may – at least to some extent – help to reduce  the 
amount of missing children cases and to speed up missing children recovery by their 
relatives .

Ne Dopusti – Russian National Centre for Missing and Exploited Children 
Russian Safer Internet Centre
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SMARTPHONE

A mobile phone is no longer the “expensive toy” for a modern child – now it is a 
necessary thing, a “must” for child safety . As life shows to us, it is necessary not as 
much for the child, but more for parent who buys the phone to the child primarily 
for safety reasons . Almost all parents treat mobile phone for their child as a mean 
for two-way communication in case of emergency – which provides possibility to 
contact the child at any time and place for adults and for the child . Good coverage 
of mobile networks, especially in Europe and European part of Russia, helps the child 
to stay connected even in the countryside, away from villages and towns . 

As for mobile phones themselves, they had evolved from just calling device to the 
level of actually the computer with telephone function – many people use smart-
phones instead of tablets . Some time ago smartphones were very expensive, but 
now the price for such devices goes seriously down, almost to the top level of  
cheap “calling device” (EUR 75 in prices of the first half of 2014 for Russia) . Aver-
age smartphone is equipped with many things which provide functions previously 
performed by the bunch of different devices – it has a photo- and videocamera, au-
dio- and videoplayer, small computer with Internet-access, and even GPS-navigator 
with maps . Since such a “universal” device might be helpful in absolutely different 
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situations, presence of the smartphone in child’s pocket becomes the necessity for 
safety .

Smartphone for the child must be technically reliable and must be able to run all 
necessary functions for providing child’s safety . “Equipping” smartphone with ap-
plications really needed to ensure the safety of the child, is the task of a parent . 
While choosing the smartphone for your child, the following recommendations can 
be given:

•	 It is better not to take smartphones “locked” under just one mobile operator . The 
child might get into situation when he\she will need to put the other SIM-card into 
the phone, from different operator – or, for example, you might decide to switch 
from one mobile provider to the other . In such case you might need the “custom 
unlocking” of the phone (in such case you cannot be sure that your phone will work 
properly after it), or you will face buying the new smartphone .

•	 In cold climate it may be not the best decision to buy a smartphone just with 
“sensor” buttons on the touchscreen . Sensor screen “likes” warmth, and it may work 
improperly at cold weather, sometimes even just below 0’C – for example, not to 
react at user’s fingers touching the button or to react improperly . As a result, you 
may miss the call or will have problems calling yourself – operations requiring more 
complicated touchscreen movements are not even worth mentioning here .  So, in 
the regions with cold winters (including Moscow) it’s better to choose a telephone 
where basic functions –taking and finishing the call, getting in the menu – are “du-
plicated” with ordinary buttons . Some people choose smartphones with full mi-
ni-keyboard (like Blackberry), but this is an issue of usability and money – the first 
question here is the issue of convenience to use such a small keyboard and small 
size of the screen .

•	 Some useful applications, especially services with maps, are usually pre-installed 
at the smartphone, but require tremendous use of memory . For example, prein-
stalled maps can take the amount of memory compared with the full memory size 
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of the device . To avoid unexpected shortage of memory, it is better either to buy 
a model with big memory size (but such phones are usually quite expensive), or a 
model which allows to add a memory card . Of course, if you want the phone to 
quickly run applications and not to “hang on” in the most important moment, you 
should be sure that your model has enough RAM memory .

•	The	main	disadvantage	of	almost	all	 smartphones	 is	quick	discharge	of	 its	bat-
tery when “computer” applications are used . In order for the child to be always 
connected, consider buying more powerful battery for your device (if, of course, 
manufacturer offers such “upgrade”) . If that is not possible, there are two variants . 
First is carrying the AC charger . It is not heavy and quite small but will be useless 
outside places with available AC outlet . The second variant is carrying the additional 
battery or so-called “mobile charger” which is in fact the same – additional battery 
which can be plugged to the device . In any case, battery level should be checked at 
least once a day . 

Smartphone becomes especially helpful when the regular mobile connection be-
comes unavailable for some reason – for example, he\she has a prepaid account 
and ran out of money there, being unable to “feed” his account . Many computer 
applications do not rely on mobile network connection, they work in “regular” com-
puter mode . In case if they actually need connection, they can use other connect-
ing options . Many applications “prefer” Wi-Fi which can be found for free in many 
malls, cafes, fast food restaurants (for example McDonalds), and now at railway 
stations and even in metro (at least in Moscow – if you manage to get connected) . 
Positioning applications use connection with GPS\GLONASS satellites – mobile or 
Wi-Fi connection just helps these applications to faster locate the device and is not 
vitally needed for the work of this app . So, smartphone opens many communication 
abilities which will be available even when regular mobile network is not accessible . 
It should be noticed that in some countries (including Russia since summer 2014) 
the use of free public Wi-Fi migh be subject to additional procedures which are 
claimed to be needed for “verification” – you might need a password which will 
come via SMS . But since SMS messages can usually be received even with zero bal-
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ance of mobile account, it may probably not become a problem for accessing the 
free Wi-Fi from smartphone (but may be a problem if the child has just laptop and 
no operational smartphone) .

Of course, the easiest way for the lost child to recover him\herself is to ask any 
adult to call parents . But it is quite easy to imagine such a situation when no adult 
will be available around – at least such adult who will be considered trusted by the 
child . Or the adult might refuse to help  - for example, suspecting attempted fraud; 
that’s the backside of awareness-raising – many people start expecting threat where 
it had never been . In some cases the child might be shy and not ask the adult for 
help, or vice versa – consider him\herself “grown-up enough” to try to solve the 
problem “by him\herself” . It also might be so that the adult is willing to help but just 
cannot provide enough information to parents looking for the child – and again has 
to use online apps . So, as we see, advices on how to use Internet-apps for missing 
child recovery can be useful for people in absolutely different situations .

DIGITAL MAP SERVICES

Probably it is the first digital tool we think about when talking about help to missing 
child . Current functions of digital map services go far beyond ones of paper maps 
– they can locate the device (and its owner) on the map, build the route, provide 
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information about what is located in the buildings . All this can be very useful in case 
when the person gets lost somewhere .

Now there are quite many digital map services on the Internet . Some of them are 
provided by search engines, some – by specialized web or digital services . Digital 
map service now usually unites the functions of paper maps, GPS navigator and 
route planner . In cases when digital map “incorporates” some additional functions 
from the search engine, the map literally begins to “speak” . 

Some digital maps are available online, but most of them can be pre-installed at the 
smartphone or tablet . It’s better to choose the second variant . As it is widely known, 
digital maps have a very big disadvantage – they “weight” a lot, so when the smart-
phone will be downloading the map it will take money and it will be done very slow-
ly . When maps are downloaded beforehand and stored in the device memory, they 
can be activated fast and can be partially used even without Internet-connection in 
the time you need to use the map . To have maps in the smartphone, you will need 
a device with big memory or with SD-card . The second variant is better – to save 
basic memory of the device, it is preferable to download maps on the memory card .

So, the child had got lost and has a smartphone with digital maps . The first recom-
mendation is to turn the maps on and to try to understand where he\she is now . It 
might be the situation when the child does not really understand where exactly he\
she is – so the positioning function will be needed . In such case, he\she should turn 
on  the functions of GPS (or GLONASS, if supported) – it will start searching for sat-
ellites . Depending on the device and type of service, it might take from less than a 
minute to some minutes, so it is better to pre-install such type of digital map service 
which interacts with satellites faster – this information can be taken from popular 
reviews . Faster positioning may be done with a-GPS function – when signal of mo-
bile network is also used for positioning (but it may be unavailable when there is no 
signal or zero balance), in such case positioning takes some seconds . It is useful to 
know that GPS-positioning does not give your location with accuracy up to centim-
eters, but it is usually more than enough to understand where the person actually is .
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Digital maps are quite detailed and have usually the same information as paper 
maps – names of streets, numbers of buildings, in some cases also names of public 
transport stops, including railway stations and metro . But that is not their only 
functions . Their main difference from paper analogs is ability to create a route from 
point A to point B . Actually, this function may work even when no Internet-connec-
tion is present – just when maps are downloaded and application is installed, since 
the app “remembers the geography” in offline mode . The route will appear directly 
on the map, and additionally it might have the text tips - where you should turn 
and how soon . Route creating function is available not only for car travelers, but also 
for pedestrians . When connected to GPS or mobile Internet, the route planner will 
“guide” the child exactly, telling where he\she is in the current moment and where 
he\she is going . “Built-in” “digital compass” might be also useful – it usually gets 
data from satellites .

Now it often happens when online maps are “equipped” with additional infor-
mation . For example, many digital map services provide information which or-
ganizations are located at one or another address . So, for example, you may 
type in the search window of the digital map the word “police” –and it will tell 
you about the nearest police locations (stationery police stations, of course) . 
Or, for example, you may just “point” at the building – the map will tell you 
what exactly is located there, sometimes up to working hours of organizations . 
“Wiki-maps” (and now not only “wiki”) usually have also such a useful feature 
as photos of streets and buildings . So, the missing child can locate him\herself 
not only searching for the plate with building number (sometimes it may be 
hard to find it), but just by the appearance of the building . And, of course, some 
maps also provide information about public transport routes – so that the miss-
ing child of the middle-school age, who got to the bus stop, will probably be 
able to get home him\herself – knowing which bus routes run here, on which 
streets and roads, and on which stop he\she should get off . For commuter buses 
or trains there are special websites with timetables – we will be talking about 
them later .
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SEARCH ENGINES

For almost all Internet-users the first page, where they start their Internet-surfing, 
is a search engine page . As we all surely know, search engine is needed to help users 
in finding necessary information on the Web . How this function may help a missing 
child?

At first, Internet is that “World Information Depot” – the dream of fantasy writers of 
the middle of XX century . That means the possibility for a child to get detailed and 
expert recommendations how to act in different situation, if he\she does not know 
something him\herself . For example, advices about first medical aid, how to protect 
yourself from freezing or to kindle a fire (that might be especially important if the 
child got lost  outside the city – in the forest, mountains, etc .) . All this info can be 
found just typing the query in search window . Possibility to find useful information 
will help not to “lose the head” and not to make mistakes in problematic situations 
– or, sometimes, even to survive . 

“Information Depot” is also a directory . Search engine may help the child to find info 
about nearby-located organizations (from hospitals to malls), how they look like, 
when they work and what they have – for example, if there is a medical aid point 
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in the mall, or café, or Wi-Fi . You can also search for public transport timetable – 
some search engines even have special applications for that, which will give also 
info about fares . Of course, that is the way to find route maps for public transport 
in the area – especially if digital map service installed on the child’s smartphone has 
problems with providing this info .

Another useful function of the search engine is help in finding websites of those who 
contribute to search of missing children .  If the child chooses to give information 
about him\herself this way – for example, leaving the message on the forum of 
search volunteer group – he\she will probably be searching for this forum via search 
engine . Actually, it will be a good recommendation for parents to get such links into 
Favorites at the smartphone’s browser . 

COMMUNICATION SERVICES

There are many communication services on the Internet now – from chats and on-
line messengers to social networks . No doubt that they might become the alterna-
tive mean of communication for a missing child . 

Practice shows that when the missing child has no mobile connection but has Internet, 
he\she firstly tries to get knowledge of him\herself via Internet-communication services . 
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And we have to say that currently the child has many options for that…

It is well-known that sending an SMS to mobile phone is also possible from the 
mobile provider’s website . All you will need is to get to this website and to find 
an option “Send SMS” . While writing this book, the easiest among Russian federal 
mobile operators it was to find it on MTS website . It is set up there among popular 
options, in place “Often used”, and is seen from the main page . But it does not 
work “just for all” – it is available only for MTS clients and require providing an 
MTS mobile number for getting in return the confirmation code . Although MTS had 
changed the design of its website in 2015, the “Send SMS” function is still available 
from the main page – with the same disadvantage . So, practically MTS seems to be 
unfriendly to families where family members may use services of different mobile 
providers – and the child will not be able to use the service when his\her phone is 
turned off . Other two “federal-scale” providers – Beeline and Megafon – are more 
“friendly”, their “Send SMS” option is available without such restrictions . But it is 
much more difficult to find this option on their websites . For Beeline website, it is 
located in “Services and Discounts” part of “Mobile Beeline” for private persons, and 
in order to see it you will need to list all available options . As for Megafon, it seems 
to be a bit more simple – SMS-option is hidden in “Support” part, subpart “Useful 
information and services” . 

Actually, if the child knows that his\her parents also regularly use Internet, he\she 
may try to connect them directly via Internet-communication tools . For example, 
via Skype – in text mode or in video mode . Some alternative for Skype is yet provid-
ed by megapopular some years ago but now almost forgotten messengers like ICQ . 

Role of the universal mean of communication is now played by social networks 
which had united functions of several predecessors – personal websites, chats, fo-
rums, blogs, photovideohosting services and even game portals . Social network is 
very useful for the missing child since it provides him\her several opportunities to 
get known at once . First is to visit pages of parents, brothers\sisters, other relatives 
and to write there that the child had got lost and is currently at some place . Com-
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munication in social networks goes in both ways, so the child gets real-time conver-
sation with relatives looking for him\her . If relatives are not available, the child may 
come to pages of his\her friends (preferably friends known in real life, not virtual 
“friends” – but they also might be helpful) and to write them . In difference from 
forums and blogs, social networks are quite more “densely populated” (it means 
that there are more people online at the same time, and they spend quite a lot of 
time there), so chances for the message to be seen and reacted at are much higher 
than even on thematic forum . It is possible to upload photos of the territory around 
which can be made via camera of the smartphone – it will definitely help parents 
to find a child . At least, he\she may put the status at the page: “I got lost and I am 
here” . Status will be seen by friends and at least they will try to contact the missing 
friend . But if the personal page is accessible for everyone, not friends-only, this vari-
ant may pose some danger for the child – since the perpetrators may be faster than 
“rescue team” and, offering “help”, actually kidnap the child . 

It is possible for missing person to send a “voice” about him\herself also via spe-
cialized Internet-pages of missing search volunteers, especially their forums .  For 
Russia we primarily speak about Internet-websites, social network pages and forums 
of Poisk Detei and Lisa Alert – their branches or partners work all over Russia . Some 
regions have their own volunteer groups with developed networks and good techni-
cal equipment (for example, in Yaroslavl) . And, of course, the prototype of Russian 
National Centre for Missing and Exploited Children “NeDopusti!” – unified reporting 
point about threats for children and missing children cases .

If the child is in danger or cannot contact with his\her relatives, he\she should defi-
nitely go to these online places and to “show up” . There are two options for that . 
The first is to choose Missing Children Report service (here and below – for Ne-
Dopusti website) . Clicking the button on the main page redirects the user to the 
reporting form asking about how the missing child looks like – this info is needed 
for volunteers and LEA to actually start the search, to know whom they are looking 
for . That’s why all parts of the form should be filled as exactly as possible . There is 
the box for Comments – this is the place where the child can explain where he\she 
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is and what he\she needs now . For example: “I have just got lost, cannot contact 
parents, I am currently here and I want home” . That will allow to direct volunteers in 
the most exact way and ensure help as fast as possible . 

The second variant is to leave message on the volunteers’ forum .  You will probably 
need registration on the forum for that, so it will take some short time . Actually, the 
message should be placed in the part devoted to searches in the region where the 
child had got lost – but if there are just few messages for your region and the last 
visit was some months ago, it is useful to “cheat” a bit . In order to get message seen 
as fast as possible, it should be also placed in the “popular” part which was recently 
visited by other users . It might be very useful to leave the message also in the parts 
devoted to the most “active” search groups – they are also frequently visited, for 
example groups in Moscow or Nizhny Novgorod (for Russia) . Seeing when the forum 
part or topic was last visited is easy from the main page of the forum .

Here we should notice that the children must be specially warned about fake re-
ports about missing cases “just for fun” . Since youth regularly calls the police with 
fake messages about the bombs, some of them can actually think about fake re-
ports on missing children – about themselves or their friends . It is very important 
to tell children and make them know that volunteers spend their own time and 
resources  for searching missing children – and they are very limited . Because of 
such joke, it may be quite possible that the child who really needs help will not get 
it on time – since volunteers are at fake case . And this child might be in real danger, 
lost or even kidnapped . For parents it is useful to remember that all missing children 
reports go in parallel to law enforcement services, and for fake reports to them the 
person can be prosecuted – if it was the child, his\her parents will be prosecuted 
instead for such “joke” . 

SPECIAL REFERENCE WEBSITES  
AND SERVICES

As it was already said, some services which can help missing child to locate him\her-
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self and to provide basic information and help, can be found at search engine portals 
as Yandex or Mail .Ru (for Russia) . Firstly, that may be information about timetable 
and routs of public transport – search engines had developed special apps for it (for 
ex . Yandex .Timetables) . These services are mostly helpful when the child is trying 
to get from suburban area with developed network of transport – they know quite 
well all relevant information for suburban trains and buses . So, it will really help the 
missing child which had got lost in rural area and trying to get home by him\herself . 
Such services are also very helpful in big cities – they will help to build the fastest 
travel route “from point A to point B” by metro and ground transport . Doing that, 
the app will provide user with info about all route numbers of public transport which 
can be used in travel – not only municipal transport routes, but also routes operated 
by private companies which the app might “know” .

The main disadvantage of such “universal” services is that in reality they are not so 
“universal” as they claim . First, they may not know the routes in small or remote 
towns and thus will be useless for a child missing there . Second, they might not 
know all the timetables on some directions . And third, very often they do not have 
information about some local private transport companies – as a result, the child 
may be waiting for a municipal bus for an hour while he had missed 5-10 private 
buses on the same route . 
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Timetables can be also found at website of the transport company you need . At 
least, this issue is solved with suburban trains – RZD (Russian Railways) website 
gives information about suburban trains for all regions of operation . As for buses, 
situation is more complicated – there is no single bus operator even in the cities . 
Some big operators (like Mostransavto in Moscow region) have on their websites 
detailed timetables for their routes of operation up to small stops – but, of course, 
there is no info about competing private operators (which buses may go more fre-
quently) . So, the user may get all the info on “unofficial” websites which gather 
information about bus timetables in different regions . For example, the website of 
“United transport system Bus Lines of the Country” – where you can find timetables 
for suburban and intercity buses from different bus stations, including those private 
operators which use these bus stations . Unfortunately, such websites very rarely 
cover all regions of Russia – and often cannot tell if the concrete route goes via 
desired town or village . So, before searching the timetable this should be  clarified 
via search engine . Some enthusiasts create special information websites with time-
tables for their city or region, and information there might be very detailed – but 
only for a small territory . It means that before the child, for example, goes hiking, 
it would be wise to add the address of such site for your area into Favorites in the 
browser of child’s smartphone .

In emergency situation for the child, he\she or parents may need structured info 
about nearly located medical institutions, law enforcement organizations, popular 
public places, for example malls . Usually such information is being structured at 
so-called “city portals” – in fact, reference websites with info about organizations 
in specified city or area . Depending on the website architecture and its team, these 
websites might have just address of the organization or built-in map with the or-
ganization’s position on it, or even the building photo which really helps to find 
needed organization . In almost all cases information contains contacts (telephone) 
and operation hours – so one can distinguish small medical assistant point from the 
24-hour hospital . 

Actually, we can call “reference websites” also services of useful replies to queries 
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which are provided by their users – like well-known Otvet@Mail .Ru  . Since such 
services usually are not limited to specific topic, users may find there answers to 
absolutely different questions – which may help in very different situations, from 
“how to protect yourself from freezing in winter” to finding the timetable of public 
transport . But it is important to know that on these services no one can guarantee 
the accurateness and expertise of advices given – since the answers are provided by 
general users and are based on their information which may be not exact . Of course, 
some guarantee may be the case when one answer is repeated by several people, 
but we can easily imagine the situation when many people just follow the myth . If 
we speak about the possibility for the child to ask the question there and get an an-
swer, it is worth noting that getting the answer may take a long time – until the new 
question will be noticed and answered by at least one user . That’s why, probably, in 
order to leave information about him\herself missing child should be recommend-
ed to use specialized Internet-websites for missing children and civil volunteers .

CONCLUSION

There are many types of Internet-resources and hundreds of millions of websites . In 
our brochure we tried to gather just the most actual advices about the types of dig-
ital resources and services which might be helpful for a missing child . At the same 
time, we tried to show not only advantages, but also “weak places” of these services, 
and to advise how to better use them .

In any case, preparation to any emergency situation should start long before it 
might happen . The child must be “equipped” with appropriate and relevant knowl-
edge and information – he\she should clearly know what to do in specific situations, 
where to go and how to act . Just having a smartphone with Internet-connection is 
not enough for child safety – one should at least know how the smartphone may 
help, or be ready for situation when the smartphone is available, and “World Infor-
mation Depot” is not .

This knowledge should be given to children primarily by parents – people mostly 
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interested in safety of their children . Mainly that can be done in the form of aware-
ness conversation in the family . But while talking  about Internet-services, it would 
be useful to combine talks with practical trainings – demonstration of smartphone’s 
possibilities by parents, search of relevant information, browsing websites for infor-
mation . After such trainings the child will feel him\herself more assured . It will be 
good if such trainings will be held repeatedly with information update .

The smartphone of the child should also be “prepared” in advance . First, parents 
themselves should have adequate understanding  about useful Internet-services 
and how they work . They should find and choose those services they want their 
child to use in emergency situation .  Then the URLs of these websites (better exact 
links to the necessary pages) should be brought into Favorites in the browser on the 
child’s smartphone – it is better to have all of them in one folder with specific and 
easy name (for example, If You Got Lost) . Inside it there may be special subfolders 
depending on the topic – for example “Provide info about yourself”, “Timetables”, 
“Routes”, e .g .) But the very first thing the parent should do about child protection 
from disappearing – to install all necessary applications to the child smartphone 
and to the adults’ smartphones – from digital maps to Flashlight, and to explain the 
child which apps should be used in which situation and for what purpose . And how 
to use them, of course . After that, the smartphone will really become the useful 
supporter for your child in case of problem .

Good luck! Don’t get lost!
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